An important aspect of a query language is its expressive power because the expressive power determines whether a specific need for information can be expressed or not. A thorough analysis of the expressive power of relational query languages has been presented by Chandra and Harel [1980; 1982] A complete specification of an information system should also contain the specification of a modification language ML and the specification of a modification function p: DBS x ML * DBS. Since, in this paper, we are interested only in the expressive power of the query language, it is sufficient to represent an information system by the simplified structure (1) which defines neither a modification language nor a modification function. Below, we define when a query language QLZ is as expressive as a query language QLI. We will see that this relationship between QLI and QLZ depends on (1) the information systems to which QLI and QLZ belong, (2) h: QLI~QLZ such that
The function g is required to be injective {f, g, h} is a morphism because of (2). Conversely, (2) is satisfied because {f, g, h} is a morphism. In order to define "equally expressive," we introduce an equivalence relation between the instances of the database and an equivalence relation between the queries. Given an information system IS = ( DBS, QL, AS, a), two instances db, db' = DBS are called equivalent iff for every query q~QL, the answer a(db, q) is equal to the answer a(db', q). Similarly, two queries q, q' G QL are called equivalent iff for every instance db = DBS, the answer a(db, q) is equal to the answer a(db, q').
Example 2. Let {DBST,L, QL,~, AS,,l, ar. ) be an information system consisting of a relational database system accessible through relational algebra (Example 11).The following queries are equivalent.
It is easy to show that both the relation = defined on DBS and the relation = defined on QL are equivalence relations, i.e., reflexive, symmetric, and transitive relations. Hence, the set DBS and the set QL are partitioned into disjoint equivalence classes. The class consisting of all instances .
P. Schauble and B. Wuthrich that are equivalent to the instance db is denoted by [ db ] . Similarly, the class consisting of all queries that are equivalent to the query q is denoted by [q] . The set of all equivalence classes of instances in DBS is denoted by DBS" and the set of all equivalence classes of queries of QL is denoted by QL= . Using this notation, every evaluation function a determines a function a' .
Note that a = is well defined. 
Note that the function value f = ([ db~]) is well defined. Because of (8) it is independent of the particular instance db~representing the equivalence class
The relationship "equally expressive" can be defined in two different ways. First, it can be defined by means of an isomorphism from ( DBSI= , QL~, ASI, al= ) to ( DBSz" , QL~, ASZ, az= ). Second, it can be defined by means of <~,~and~~,,~-1 provided the correspondences given by f DBSI * DBSZ and the correspondences given by f*: DBSZ * DBSI are compatible (i.e., f"(f(dbl)) = dbl and f(f"(db,)) = db2). Figure 4 shows that this kind of compatibility requires a bijective correspondence between the equivalence classes rather than between the particular instances of the two databases. For instance, the equivalence class {dbl, db~, db~} corresponds to the class {db,, db~} and there exists no bijective correspondence between the elements of the classes.
We will use isomorphisms, i.e., the first alternative, to define the relationship "equally expressive." Later, we will show that this definition is equivalent to the second alternative (Proposition 4). This shows that the concept of "as expressive as" is quite a robust concept. The existence of an isomorphism {~, g, h} from the information system ( DBSI, QLI, AS1, al) to the information system ( DBS2, QL2, AS2, a,) implies the existence of an isomorphism {~= , g, h=} from ( DBS1= , QL~, ASI, al= ) to ( DBSz" , QL~, ASZ, az= ) but not vice versa. This asymmetry is because two equivalent instances db~and db~in DBSI may correspond to a single instance db~in DBSZ (see Figure 4) or two equivalent queries q~and ql in QL~w correspond to a single Cww qz in QL2. Thus, two query languages can be equally expressive even if there are no bijective correspondences between the queries or between the instances of the databases. QLZ of ISZ is more expressive than QLI of ISI with respect to f and g, denoted by
iff QL2 is as expressive as QLI but QLI and QL2 are not equally expressive.
The following proposition will be useful in the subsequent sections where we will prove that some query languages are more expressive than others.
there exists for every query qz~QLz a query ql G QL1 such that In this section, we have defined "as expressive as" ( <f,~), "equally expressive" ( =f,~) and "more expressive than" ( <f,~). The first relationship is associated with a morphism from one information system to another information system. The second relationship is associated with an isomorphism from the first information system modulo = to the second information system modulo = . Alternatively, =f,~can be defined as <f,~and~f~,~.l. The third relationship is defined as usual, i.e., as <f,~and #f,~. In the subsequent sections, such relationships will be identified between query languages of various types.
RELATIONAL QUERY LANGUAGES
In this section, we first define what relational query languages are, in the sense of Chandra and Harel [1980; 1982] . We will show that when comparing the expressive power of relational query languages, Chandra and Harel's notion of expressive power is equivalent to our notion of expressive power.
An instance (D,~) (xO) ,... , h(~b-l)).
As we pointed out in the introduction, an important consequence of this definition is that relational query languages cannot count. For instance, the query that computes the bill of materials (Figure 2) does not belong to a relational query language. Below, a fixpoint query language is given as an example of such a relational query language. There are other fixpoint query languages which all have the same expressive power [Gurevich and Shela 1986; Immerman 1986 ]. The fixpoint query language FO + LFP encompasses a fixpoint operator. Let (D,~) be an instance of a relational database as described above. Furthermore, let P(P, Z) be a first-order formula with a distinguished rary predicate sylmbol P and r free variables I = ( XO,... , x,_~). In addition to P and 1, the formula 9(P, 1) may also contain
Rk _~, and bounded variables. The formula 9( P, 2) is assumed to contain only positive~ccurrences of P. Thus, the operator~given by~(p) := {~6 D'] qJ(P, d)} has a least fixpoint p. := lfp(~) because~is monotonic and D is finite. When the first-order query language FO is augmented by a fixpoint operator, the fixpoint query language FO + LFP is obtained which is much more expressive than the first-order query language FO ( Figure  1 ). The fixpoint operator determines the semantics of P occurring in a first-order formula 9(P, 1). The fixpoint query language FO + LFP can be restricted to formulas containing the fixpoint operator at most once [Immerman 1986 ]. In what follows, two examples of fixpoint queries are given. First, when the fixpoint operator is applied to q(~,(xo, xl)) := R(xO, X1) V (~x)(R(xO,
the transitive closure of R is obtained (query TC in Figure 1 ). Second, applying the fixpoint operator tõ
yields a least fixpoint which determines whether player I has a winning strategy or not. The relation E represents the edges of the tree and B represents the black leave nodes. Let & be the least fixpoint and r be the root of the tree. Then, +.(r) is the query Game in Figure 1 .
The counting. Thus, as pointed out in Section 1, Chandra and Harel's notion of expressive power cannot be used to compare the expressive power of FQL* with the expressive power of relational query languages. In Section 5, we use our notion of expressive power to show that FQL* is more expressive than the fixpoint query languages.
We do not describe the full language FQL*. We restrict ourselves to those parts of FQL* which determine its expressive power. The syntax of FQL* is similar to the syntax of OSQL [Beech 1988; Wilkinson et al. 1990 
A bag function is a functional whose range is a set of bags. We will restrict ourselves to bag functions of the following types
. P. The following example shows two bag functions associated with a directed graph. If the graph G represents a "part-of" relation, S(U) contains the immediate subparts of u and P(U) contains all subparts of u, i.e., p(u)( u') determines how many times the part u' is contained in part U.
Given a natural number n and two bag functions f X + B(Y) and g: X -B(Y), the intersection~n g, the union~M g, the sum f + g, and the multiple n * f are defined as follows. where a is the conventional select operator and II is a special project operator which does not remove duplicates. In this way, the bag function h assigns the element q the bag h(q) which contains u infinitely many times, i.e., h(q)(v) = co. The composition h( f( x)) is based on the natural join of F and H (the join attribute is Y).
The resulting function h~f X s B(Z), x~h( f( x)) is represented by the table FH (Figure 6) .
In what follows, we define the generalized composition in terms of bags. Let : X~B(Y), g: B(Y) -B(Z), and h: Y -B(Z) be three bag functions. We define the compositions go~and h. f as follows. According to the generalized composition (42), we obtain, for instance, inc(7) = {8}, inc(A) = {2, 2, 9, 10}, sum(A) = {19}, sum(inc(A)) = {23}, and inc(sunz( A)) = {20}.
. P. Schauble and B. Wuthrich We use a slightly modified version of the OSQL syntax [Beech 1988 ] to specify derived FQL* functions. A set of n derived FQL* functions f., ..., f.. 1 is specified by n create statements each of the following form where O < q, < rl < St. Power of Query Languages . 85 introduced in Example 4 is not monotonic because {1,2} E {1,2,3} but smn({l, 2}) = {3}~{6} = sum({ 1,2, 3}). Before presenting the semantics of the create statements that specify derived functions, we give an example. The inequality (44) reveals a certain similarity with relational algebra which also contains select and project operators. As shown at the outset of this section, the composition of functions corresponds to the natural join. In addition, there exists a similarity between (44) 
such that for every i q {O, . . . . n -1}, the following three conditions are satisfied.
(1) If~occurs in the specification of f,, then v(j) < v(i).
(2) The domain X(i, O) X """ x X(i, q, -1) off, is finite. 1) creates the stored function g which maps every tuple ( XO, ..., x~_~) to the empty bag, i.e., for all (xO, ..., x~-l), g(xo, . . . . x~_~) = { }. Nonempty function values are specified by means of insert statements. insert (y., . . ..yP-l) into g(xO . . . .. xl).).
An FQL* query {S, fnm) consists of a set S and of a name fnm. The set S contains create statements specifying derived functions and the name fnm denotes a function. The evaluation function ffFQL is defined for the following arguments, Given an instance~= (go, ..., gk _~) and a query q = (S, fnm), the answer aFQ~(~, q) is defined iff (1) fnm denotes a built-in function, or (2) fnm denotes one of the stored functions, i-e., fnm = name(g,), or (3) fnm denotes a derived function specified by S and S satisfies the three conditions of Proposition 7.
In the first case, the answer aFQL(~, q) is equal to the built-in function named fnm. This answer is independent of the stored functions and from the derived functions. In the second case, a~QL(F, q) = g~if fnm = name(g,).
In this case, the answer is independent of the derived functions. In the third case, a~QL(~, q) = f, if fnm = name( f, ) and the derived function f, is determined by the unique minimum solution of the system of inequalities corresponding to S. The derived functions may depend on the stored functions as well as on the built-in functions.
In order to show that FQL* is more expressive than the fixpoint query languages, we introduce the following relation. In this way, every fixpoint query can be expressed by such a derived function fo. Since P(P, 1) contains only positive occurrences of P, the predicate PO is monotonic with respect to f.. According to Proposition 7, the derived function f. is well-defined. The cost of every vertex is assumed to be nonnegative. Thus, the total costs of certain vertices are infinite if the graph contains cycles. Even in the presence of cycles, the "bill of materials" as a graph problem is well defined and the derived functions given below provide the correct answer. According to Proposition 7, these functions are computed within polynomial time even though some function values may consist of infinite bags. Note that, in contrast to our approach, the approach described in Houtsma et al. [ 1990] does not deal with cycles, i.e., all graphs are assumed to be acyclic. Using the "bill of materials," we show that FQL* is more expressive than the fixpoint queries. 
PROOF.
As shown in Section 1 (Figure 2 ), the bill of materials cannot be expressed as a first-order query. If QLFO ,LFP and QLpQL were equally expressive, Proposition 8 and the implication (12) would yield a contradiction which completes the proof. 
CONCLUSIONS
It was argued that a new notion of expressive power is needed to compare nonrelational query languages, particularly advanced query languages, with counting abilities.
The proposed new notion of expressive power has been shown to facilitate the comparison of the expressive power of such query languages. When restricted to relational query languages, the new notion of expressive power is equivalent to the notion of expressive power by Chandra and Harel.
The new notion of expressive power has been serving as a platform to derive a new result. FQL* has been presented as an example of a nonrelational query language with outstanding expressive power. We described only those parts of the query language FQL* that are concerned with its expres-ACM 
